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Introduction: Immediate breast reconstructions (IBR) have become an
integral part of modern breast cancer management. However, in a small
breast unit the spectrum of methods
used for IBR could be limited, which
could result in poorer results in some
cases. The aim of the study is to evaluate the patient satisfaction and aesthetic outcome results in a breast unit
where only implant-based IBR were
performed.
Material and methods: During 2009–
2016, 64 cases of implant-based IBR
were performed in the university hospital. 55 patients completed the questionnaire and 38 underwent evaluation
by a plastic surgeon. 33 skin-sparing and
22 nipple-sparing mastectomies were included. The study included 30 two-stage
expander/implant and 25 direct-toimplant IBR cases.
Results: Overall satisfaction was reported by 89% of respondents. 93%
were satisfied with appearance in
clothes and 82% with appearance in
a bra. There was a significant difference with satisfaction in nude appearance between groups with a removed
(3%) and a spared nipple (46%). The
plastic surgeon evaluated overall
outcome as satisfactory in 61% and
poor in 39%. Spearman coefficient
showed a moderate negative correlation between body mass index (BMI)
and aesthetic outcome (p = 0.02), as
well as BMI and volume differences
between breasts (p = 0.03). Patients
evaluated their breast symmetry as
satisfactory in 55%, and the plastic
surgeon concluded the same in 55%
of 38 cases.
Conclusions: Most of the patients
were satisfied with the aesthetic
outcome of IBR. Nipple preservation
considerably improved satisfaction
rates. However, implant-based IBR
revealed suboptimal cosmetic results
in the subset of cases with increased
BMI and other IBR methods should be
considered in those cases.
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Introduction

Immediate breast reconstructions (IBR) has become an integral part of
modern breast cancer management. However, in a small breast unit spectrum of methods used for IBR could be limited, which in turn could result in
suboptimal results in some cases.
The results of previously conducted studies showed that after delayed
reconstruction women more often experience anxiety and distress, both before surgery and during the time between mastectomy and reconstruction.
Due to the positive psychological influence and equal oncological safety of
immediate breast reconstruction (IBR) in comparison to delayed reconstruction, the use of this method should be strongly considered [1, 2]. The aim
of the study is to evaluate the patient satisfaction and aesthetic outcome
results in a small breast unit where only implantbased IBR were performed.
Material and methods

During 2009–2016 in 64 breast cancer cases implant-based IBR were performed in a breast unit of a university hospital with 150–200 breast cancers
treated annually. Before 2009 only several exceptional cases of IBR were performed in Latvia. In 3/64 (5%) cases implants were removed because of infection and those patients were excluded from the study. At the time of evaluation (2016–2017) 2 patients died, and 4 patients refused to participate.
55 patients with IBR were included in the study and completed the questionnaire. The mean age of the study group was 47.7 ±standard deviation (SD)
of 9.8 years. The youngest patient was 27 years old and the oldest patient was
74 years old. Mean reported body mass index (BMI) at the time of evaluation
was 24.9 ±SD of 3.9. 33 skin sparing and 22 nipple sparing mastectomies were
performed, 42 unilateral and 13 bilateral. Median time from reconstruction to
evaluation was 47 months, but the shortest follow-up period was 8 months.
In 25 cases one stage direct to implant IBR was carried out, but in another
30 cases two stage IBR was undertaken – during the cancer surgery IBR was
done with tissue expander and at a later stage the tissue expander was replaced
with a permanent implant. Ptosis of opposite breast was present in 42% of cases.
Only anatomic shape silicone gel implants by Eurosilicone or Allergan
were used. In all cases the implant was in the full submuscular position. Sentinel node biopsy (SNB) was performed in 45 cases and axillary lymph node
dissection (ALND) was performed in 10 cases. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy
(NAC) was used in 34 cases and adjuvant radiation therapy in 17 cases.
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On the basis of similar studies [3–5] a new questionnaire was developed, which included 2 parts: overall satisfaction, aesthetic satisfaction and influence of surgery on
the private life. The questionnaire consisted of 15 questions, 4 of which were YES/NO questions and in another
11 questions respondents could choose numeric values
from 5 to 1, where 5 was considered as “very good” and
1 “very bad”. In the result section answers with numeric
values 5 to 3 were together classified as a good outcome,
but answers with numeric values 1 and 2 were classified
together as a poor outcome.
38 patients agreed to undergo evaluation by an independent plastic surgeon, which measured the three following criteria: aesthetic assessment (good, satisfactory,
unsatisfactory), symmetry (good, satisfactory, unsatisfactory) and volume difference (none or minimal [< 15%], mild
[15–30%], severe [> 30%]). Data on some additional visual
parameters such as deforming scar and opposite breast
ptosis were also collected for analysis.
All patients signed informed consent for participation
in the study. Hospital permission was obtained to conduct
the research and the study was approved at Riga Stradins
University Ethics committee.
For information analysis MS Excel 2013 and IBM SPSS
24.0. were used. To analyze information descriptive statistics were used, including the χ2 test for categorical independent analysis, the Mann-Whitney test for comparing
means and Spearman correlation coefficient and regression analysis for correlation determination between nonparametric data. All statistical differences were considered
statistically significant if p < 0.05.
Results

Overall 89% of respondents were satisfied with the reconstruction outcome. As many as 91% would recommend
breast reconstruction surgery to a friend. Detailed general
satisfaction and attitude towards the IBR procedure are
summarized in Table 1.
In the case of intensive exercise further analysis revealed that complaints were associated significantly with
the extent of axillary surgery. If SNB was performed, 45%
of patients were complaint free, but after ALND – only 10%.
During detailed aesthetic evaluation, 93% were satisfied
with appearance in clothes and 82% with appearance in
a bra. There was a statistically significant difference with
satisfaction in nude appearance between groups with

a removed (3%) and a spared nipple (46%) respectively
(p < 0.001). A summary of detailed aesthetics of satisfaction can be seen in Table 2. The internal consistency of the
questionnaire was assessed by Cronbach’s α test (α = 0.91).
An independent plastic surgeon evaluated overall outcome as satisfactory in 61% and poor in 39%. In further
analysis Spearman correlation coefficient showed a moderate negative correlation between body mass index (BMI)
and aesthetic outcome (p = 0.02), as well as BMI and volume differences between breasts (p = 0.03) (Figs. 1 and 2).
The plastic surgeon rated breast symmetry as satisfactory
in 55% of 38 cases, and also patient self-assessment symmetry was reported as positive in 55% of 55 cases.
In the plastic surgeon’s opinion 71% of patients had
no volume difference (< 15%) between breasts, 16% had
a moderate (15–30%) and 13% had a great (> 30%) volume
difference. Deforming scar was diagnosed by a plastic
surgeon in 32% of cases; all of them underwent 2-stage
expander-to-implant reconstruction. Level of satisfaction
in nude appearance and good symmetry evaluation by the
plastic surgeon strongly increased in later cases compared
to earlier ones (Figs. 3 and 4). Those data confirm the existence of a learning curve in the case of IBR.
Discussion

In this study overall satisfaction was high, which can
partially be explained by the relatively recent appearance
of IBR in Latvia, and availability of the procedure itself
plays an important role in regard to patient satisfaction
in comparison to mastectomy alternative. Obtained data
were similar to the Qureshi et al. results, where average
satisfaction after direct-to-implant reconstruction was
80%, but after two-step reconstructions 66% [6].
According to our study results almost all women who
underwent IBR did not regret that decision and would
recommend it to a friend if needed regardless of used reconstruction technique. In published studies those results
vary from 85% to 90% in implant-based reconstructions
and up to 92% in reconstructions with tissue flaps [4, 7, 8].
Discomfort during strenuous physical activities was
associated with axillary treatment extent. According to
our data more than a half of patients who underwent implant-based reconstruction had discomfort during strenuous physical activities. Considerably fewer patients had
minor discomfort during everyday activity. These results
correspond to research results of Dieterich et al., where on

Table 1. General satisfaction and attitude toward immediate breast reconstructions (N = 55)
Evaluated parameter

Rating, n (%)
Yes

Satisfaction with overall surgical outcome
Do you regret your decision about breast reconstruction?

No

5–3

2–1

49 (89)

6 (11)

–

–

5 (9)

50 (91)

–

–

Would you recommend breast reconstruction to a friend?

50 (91)

5 (9)

–

–

Do you have any limitations in daily activities after reconstruction?

23 (42)

32 (58)

–

–

Do you have any complaints about discomfort in the reconstructed breast
during intensive exercise?

33 (60)

22 (40)

–

–

–

–

36 (65)

19 (35)

How much touch sensation in the reconstructed breast is preserved?
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Table 2. Detailed aesthetic satisfaction (N = 55)
Evaluated parameter

Rating, n (%)
1–2

Symmetry of breasts
Satisfaction with scars
Satisfaction with appearance in clothes

3–5

25 (45)

30 (55)

7 (13)

48 (87)

4 (7)

51 (93)

Satisfaction with appearance in close-fitting or revealing clothes (e.g. swimming suit)

15 (27)

40 (73)

Satisfaction with appearance in bra

10 (18)

45 (82)

Satisfaction with nude appearance.

30 (55)

25 (45)

Satisfaction with reconstructed breast size. (inserted implant size)

9 (16)

46 (84)

How natural does your breast look after reconstruction?

24 (44)

31 (56)

How much do you feel the reconstructed breast as a natural part of your body?

17 (31)

38 (69)

average limitations in activities were evaluated as 2.5 in
the scale from one to four, which is approximately 62% [9].
Discomfort could be associated with breast muscle separation from the chest wall creating a pocket for the implant, which can affect the range of motion in the shoulder
joint. Involving the pectoral muscle in exercises, the implant beneath it gets squeezed and promotes a feeling of
a foreign body and discomfort. It should be admitted that
after tissue flap IBR discomfort during intensive exercise
is much rarer. For example, after deep inferior epigastric
artery perforator flap breast reconstruction only 10% of
patients reported daily life limitations [7].
Half of the patients included in this study were satisfied
with breast symmetry, which is comparable to the Beak
et al. results – 38% after direct-to-implant and 65% after
two-stage reconstructions [4]. The results could be improved by using additional correction procedures, such as
opposite breast symmetrization, which was not performed
in any of our patients with unilateral IBR.
Patients were very satisfied with their appearance in various clothes, and almost all were satisfied with their appearance in daily clothes. Satisfaction of appearance in revealing
clothes and in a bra was slightly lower but also remained

high. Those results were similar to international study results where satisfaction with appearance in clothes was
rated between 80 and 92% and in a bra 74–84%, both after
implant-based and tissue flap reconstructions [4, 7–10].
Meanwhile satisfaction with nude appearance in the
whole group was significantly lower compared to other studies, whereas satisfaction remained high among women with
a spared nipple. Average satisfaction with this parameter in
the Dieterich et al. study was 2.44 on a scale from 1 to 4 or
61% and 74% in the Beak et al. study [4, 9]. A potential explanation of the results could be the high rate of skin-sparing
mastectomies, 33/55 (%) in our cohort, and only two of them
had some kind of nipple reconstruction in a later stage.
The plastic surgeon rated the overall aesthetic result as
positive in more than half of cases, which is comparable
with the Vardmanian et al. average result of 2.87 on a scale
from 1 to 4, which is approximately 72%. Symmetry was
positively rated in almost the same percentage of cases
as in the study conducted by Vardmanian et al. – 74% [11].
These results show that also in a small breast unit with only
implant-based IBR available it is possible to provide IBR with
a satisfactory overall and aesthetic outcome. Introduction
of nipple sparing mastectomy has contributed considerably
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Fig. 3. Level of satisfaction in nude appearance in later cases compared to earlier ones

Fig. 4. Symmetry evaluation by plastic surgeon in later cases compared to earlier ones

to patient satisfaction in nude appearance. However, cases
with increased BMI are particularly challenging to achieve
good aesthetic satisfaction and volume symmetry with implant-based IBR only. This finding also underlines the need
of autologous immediate breast reconstruction availability
in the unit for optimal patient satisfaction.
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Conclusions

It is possible to achieve good aesthetic results with
implant-based IBR as most of the patients were satisfied
with the reconstruction outcome and would recommend
it to a friend. However, implant-based IBR revealed suboptimal cosmetic results in the subset of cases with increased BMI and this finding also underlines the need of
contralateral symmetrization procedures and autologous
immediate breast reconstruction availability in the unit for
optimal patient satisfaction. Nipple preservation considerably contributes to improved aesthetic outcome.
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